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ILLUMINATING DIGITAL HAND MIXER 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE



See your batter in a new light

Cream cheese frosting, chocolate brownies, whipped 

cream, fluffy meringue. All of these yummy treats depend 

on precise mixing. With a light to guide you, intuitive 

digital controls to steadily increase or decrease speed, 

and a consistent, DC motor that maintains its power no 

matter the workload, OXO’s Illuminating Digital Hand 

Mixer gives you the control to create the perfect result. 

And when you’re finished, the on-board beater clip, wrap-

and-secure cord and flat, stable base allow for compact, 

upright storage.

The Bright Hand Mixer will help make light work of your 

baking adventures from beginning to end.

CONGRATULATIONS
on your new OXO On appliance!

Don’t forget to register your product  
at OXO.com/registration.aspx 

for updates and other relevant information.
Although greatly appreciated, product registration is not required to activate any warranty. 
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• Read All Instructions. Use this product only as described in 
this manual.

• Keep the packaging material (cardboard, plastic, etc.) out of 
the reach of children (danger of asphyxiation or injury).

• To protect against fire, electrical shock and injury to persons, 
do not immerse cord, plugs or Mixer body in water or other 
liquid. If the Mixer falls into liquid, unplug the unit first, then 
remove the Mixer immediately. Do not reach into the liquid 
without unplugging the unit first.

• Do not leave the appliance unattended when in use.
• Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used 

near or by children.
• Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug, or 

after the appliance has malfunctioned or has been damaged 
in any way or is not operating properly. Contact OXO Customer 
Service at (800) 545-4411. Do not return to store.

• Do not place this appliance on or near a hot gas or electric 
burner, or where it could touch a heated oven.

• Do not touch hot surfaces. Use the handle.
• Do not let the cord hang over the edge of a table or counter 

where it can be pulled on by children or tripped over 
unintentionally. Do not let the cord touch hot surfaces or 
become knotted.

• Ensure the cord is fully unwound before using Mixer.
• Do not use Mixer with damaged, twisted or frayed power 

cord. Store only as directed.

• Always ensure that the attachments are securely fitted onto 
the motor body before operation. Follow the instructions 
provided in this book.

• Avoid contact with moving parts. Keep hands, hair, clothing, 
as well as spatulas and other utensils away from all 
accessories during operation to reduce the risk of injury to 
persons and/or damage to the Hand Mixer.

• The use of accessory attachments not recommended by OXO 
may result in fire, electric shock or personal injury.

• Handle the attachments with care. Never place your fingers 
inside a mixing bowl or near attachments during use.

• If food becomes lodged in or around the attachments, turn 
any control to “off.” Remove the plug from the power outlet. 
Ensure the motor and beaters have completely stopped 
before pressing EJECT button to remove the attachments. 
Use a spatula to dislodge the food before continuing.

• Unplug from outlet when not in use and before cleaning. 
Allow to cool before putting on or taking off parts, and 
before cleaning the appliance.

• Always attach plug to appliance first, then plug cord into 
the wall outlet. To disconnect, turn any control to “off,” then 
remove plug from wall outlet. 

• Do not operate this appliance continuously for heavy 
loads for longer than 1 minute at a time as this can cause 
overheating. Allow the motor to cool for at least 1 minute 
between each use.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS.
WARNING! Shock Hazard: This appliance has a 

polarized plug (one wide blade) that reduces the risk of 
electric shock. The plug fits only one way into a polarized 
outlet. Do not defeat the safety purpose of the plug by 
modifying the plug in any way or using an adaptor. If the 
plug does not fit, reverse the plug. If it still does not fit, 
have an electrician replace the outlet. Do not plug this 
appliance into an outlet with a voltage other than specified 
on the Hand Mixer.

Do not use an adapter with this appliance.

SHORT CORD STATEMENT
The length of the cord used on this appliance was selected 
to reduce the hazards of becoming tangled in, or tripping 
over a longer cord. If a longer cord is necessary, an 
approved extension cord may be used. The electrical rating 
of the extension cord must be equal to or greater than the 
rating of the Hand Mixer.

Care must be taken to arrange the extension cord so that it 
will not drape over the countertop or tabletop where it can 
be pulled on by children or tripped over. 

To avoid an electrical circuit overload, do not use any high 
wattage appliance on the same circuit with your Hand Mixer.

• Remove any accessories from Mixer before cleaning.
• Strictly follow the care and cleaning instructions described in 

this book.
• Do not obstruct vents in any way during use.

• Do not use this appliance for other than its intended use.
• Do not use outdoors.
• This appliance is intended for household use only.

A Note About Safety

MOVING PARTS HAZARD 

TO REDUCE RISK OF INJURY, ALWAYS UNPLUG 
MIXER BEFORE INSERTING OR REMOVING BEATERS.

CAUTION! 
SHOCK HAZARD 

ONLY FOR USE WITH 110V AC OUTLET.

 

DO NOT USE ADAPTER. 

FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAN 
RESULT IN DEATH, FIRE OR ELECTRICAL SHOCK.

WARNING! 

This symbol alerts you to important operating and 
service instructions.

This symbol alerts you to the risk of fire or 
electric shock in the accompanying message.

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS 
Read all instructions. 

When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should 
always be followed to reduce the risk of fire, electric shock, and/or 

injury to persons, including the following:
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1.  Insert beater with metal collar into large hole, 
and beater without metal collar into small hole. 
Press firmly until they click to ensure they are 
locked into place.

2.  Plug Mixer into 110V outlet. 

3.  Place beaters into bowl. Press the power button 
to turn the Mixer on. Headlight will be softly lit. 

4.  To start mixing, press the “up” arrow button. 
 The headlight will brighten for better visibility 
 into your bowl. 

5.  Press the “up” arrow again to 
increase speed.  Press the “down” 
arrow to decrease speed.

6.  To learn more about how to 
use your Mixer, check out “The 
Particulars of Mixing” on pg. 9.

1.  Remove and recycle or discard all stickers, 
descriptive labels, cable ties and packing 
materials, including static stickers and hangtags 
with ties.

2.  Wash beaters and dough hooks with warm 
water and mild detergent. Rinse and dry 
thoroughly. Beaters and dough hooks are 
also dishwasher safe.

3.  Wipe body of appliance with a soft, damp cloth 
and dry thoroughly. 

  CAUTION: Do not put Mixer body in dishwasher or immerse in water. Do not use 
abrasive pads, harsh chemicals  or spray cleaner chemicals to clean your Mixer. 

Before We Begin Quick Start Guide
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Meet Your Mixer

SOFT-GLOW 
LED HEADLIGHT

Headlight illuminates bowl as  
you mix, allowing you to monitor 
batter consistency, and remains  
on for safety as long as Mixer  
is powered on

COMPACT 
STORAGE

Beaters store on beater clip on 
Mixer body and cord wraps and 
secures around base for compact, 
upright storage

EASY BEATER 
RELEASE

Beaters are ejected with 
a simple push of the eject 
button for easy cleaning

STEADY, 
QUIET MOTOR

DC motor holds consistent speed, 
even as your batter thickens (like 
cruise control!)

LED POWER 
DISPLAY

Backlit indicator clearly shows 
speed selection

BALLOON-SHAPED 
BEATERS

Whisk design ideal for efficiently 
mixing everything from egg whites 
to cookie dough

CORD 
FLIP

Cord swivels and snaps into either 
side of the Mixer to stay safely out 
of your way 

SOFT, NON-SLIP 
HANDLE

Soft, comfortable handle is non-slip, 
even when your hands are wet

INTUITIVE DIGITAL 
CONTROLS

Soft-touch controls allow you to 
smoothly adjust mixing speed

SIX DIGITAL 
SPEEDS

Mixer features a splatter-free slow 
start and a range of speeds from 
light mixing to heavy whipping 

Set of dough hooks included 
for extra-thick batter 

STABLE 
BASE

Flat base allows Mixer to rest 
on countertops while pausing 
during mixing
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  8.  For even mixing, move the Mixer in a 
slight circular motion.

  9.  To stop mixing, press the “down” arrow 
button until Mixer stops, or press the 
power button. Headlight will return 
to being softly lit. Press power button 
again to power down Mixer and turn 
off headlight.

 10.  Unplug the power cord from the outlet 
after use.

CAUTION:

•  Do not operate the Mixer continuously for longer than 4 minutes. 
Allow the motor to rest for 2 minutes between each use.

•  Avoid contact with the beaters during operation. Keep hands, hair,  
clothing, spatulas and other utensils away from spinning beaters 
to prevent personal injury or damage to the Mixer.

•  Ensure the Mixer is unplugged from the power outlet before 
inserting beaters.

•  Always turn the Mixer off and unplug from outlet before scraping 
down the sides of the mixing bowl.

The Particulars of Mixing

Troubleshooting

1.  Ensure the Mixer 
power cord is 
unplugged and 
the beater clip 
is removed from 
Mixer body.

2.  Align and insert each beater or dough 
hook into the appropriate hole. The 
beaters may require twisting in order 
to line up properly. Push each beater 
firmly into hole until they lock into 
place. To test security, gently turn 
beater by hand; if it’s locked properly, 
the beater won’t spin easily.

 
  

NOTE: 
•  The beater with the metal collar should be inserted into the 

larger hole, while beater without the collar should be inserted 
into the smaller hole.

 •  Use dough hooks instead of balloon shaped beaters for heavier 
batters like bread dough.

3.  Add your ingredients into a mixing bowl 
as recipe directs.

4.  Plug power cord into 110V outlet.

5.  Your OXO Mixer is designed with a two-way 
cord snap that allows for frustration-free 
use whether you are right- or left-handed, 
or to make sure the cord is never over 
your bowl. Adjust the cord direction to 
best suit your needs.

6.  Move the Mixer over the bowl and place 
the beaters into ingredients. Press the 
power button to turn Mixer on. Headlight 
will be softly lit, indicating the Mixer is 
powered on. 

7.  To start mixing, press the “up” arrow 
button. The headlight will brighten for 
better visibility into your bowl.

 a.  To increase speed, press the “up” arrow 
button until desired speed is reached. 
One short push will bring the Mixer 
to the next speed. Holding down the 
“up” arrow 
button will 
gradually take 
the Mixer to 
the maximum 
speed.

 b.  To decrease speed, press the “down” 
arrow button. Headlight will maintain 
brightness.

   NOTE: To avoid splatter, OXO recommends starting with a low 
speed and gradually increasing to high speed.

You have questions, we have answers. For more information, call OXO Customer Service 
at 1-800-545-4411.

Headlight is dim

Mixer shut off 
while in use

Mixer shut off but 
beaters are not jammed 

Mixer sounds like it’s 
oscillating or ramping up 

and down while in use

Beater release button is 
stiff/hard to press 

Mixer body is warm

The headlight will be dimly lit after pushing the on/off switch, 
and will only increase to full brightness when mixing. After a 
few seconds, it will return to the dim setting.

It’s possible the beaters are blocked or jammed. When 
this happens, the motor automatically shuts of as a safety 
precaution to prevent overheating or burnout. If this happens, 
unplug the Mixer and carefully free up the beaters, then it will 
be ready to use again.

Your hand may have hit the power button while you were 
mixing. Press the power button again and press the “up” 
arrow to restart mixing.

This is a good sound! This means the DC motor is 
automatically adjusting to maintain speed, regardless of your 
batter’s consistency.

This is just because your Mixer is brand new. It should loosen 
up and be easier to press after the first few uses.

The Mixer body will get warm while it’s plugged in or while 
it’s in use from the electricity running to the motor. This is 
normal and won’t affect the performance of your Mixer. OXO 
recommends using the Mixer continuously for no longer than 
4 minutes and let it rest for 2 minutes to protect the motor.

Question/Problem Explanation/Solution
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Cleaning, Care and Storage

TO CLEAN YOUR MIXER:
Any service or maintenance other than cleaning should be performed by an authorized 
service representative. For more informaton, call OXO Customer Service at 1-800-545-4411.

STORAGE:
Always turn off and unplug your Mixer from outlet before storing. Follow cleaning 
instructions. Wrap the power cord around the motor body and use the cord clip to secure 
the cord in place. Snap one beater into each side of the beater clip and insert beater clip 
into beater holes on Mixer body. Store your Mixer in a upright position.

REPLACEMENT PARTS:
If you want to purchase additional beaters, dough hooks or clips, please call OXO 
Customer Service at 1-800-545-4411.

1.  Always unplug power cord from outlet 
before cleaning.

2.  Remove the beaters or dough hooks from 
the Mixer by pressing the eject button.

3.  Metal beaters and dough hooks are 
dishwasher safe. Do not allow beaters 
or dough hooks to soak in water for an 
extended period of time as this may 
damage the metal finish.

4.  Wipe the motor body with a damp cloth 
and dry thoroughly.

 CAUTION: Do not put Mixer body in dishwasher. Do not use 
abrasive pads, harsh chemicals or spray cleaner chemicals to clean 
your Mixer. These may damage the surface of the Mixer body.

5.  Wipe the cord to remove any food that 
may have accumulated.

Our Guarantee

SHOCK HAZARD 

ONLY FOR USE WITH 110V AC OUTLET.

 

DO NOT USE ADAPTER. 

FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAN 
RESULT IN DEATH, FIRE OR ELECTRICAL SHOCK.

WARNING! 

MOVING PARTS HAZARD 

TO REDUCE RISK OF INJURY, ALWAYS UNPLUG 
MIXER BEFORE INSERTING OR REMOVING BEATERS.

CAUTION! 

TWO-YEAR WARRANTY:
We guarantee everything we make! Starting from the date of purchase, your OXO On 
Illuminating Digital Hand Mixer is guaranteed by OXO for two years in the case of any 
manufacturing defects in materials or workmanship. This OXO warranty is only offered 
on OXO On appliances sold and used in the US and Canada.

The OXO warranty covers all costs related to restoring the proven defective product through the repair or replacement of any defective part 
and necessary labor so that it conforms to its original specifications. A replacement product may be provided instead of repairing a defective 
product. OXO’s exclusive obligation under this warranty is limited to such repair or replacement.

A receipt indicating the purchase date is required for any claims, so please keep it in a safe place. We recommend that you register your 
product on our website, www.oxo.com/registration.aspx. Although greatly appreciated, the product registration is not required to activate 
any warranty and product registration does not eliminate the need for the original proof of purchase.

The warranty does not cover damages resulting from misuse or abuse of the product and/or uses inconsistent with this Use and Care 
manual, attempts at repair, theft, use with unauthorized attachments or failure to follow the instructions provided with the product.

The warranty becomes void if attempts at repair are made by non-authorized third parties and/or if spare parts, other than those provided 
by OXO, are used.

You may also arrange for service after the warranty expires at an added cost.

For questions, returns, repairs or warranty claims within the US, please visit www.oxo.com or contact OXO Customer Service 
at (800) 545-4411. We will be glad to assist you.

For customer service, claims or questions on sales in Canada, OXO Customer Service will gladly put you in touch with the appropriate individuals.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may have other legal rights which vary from state to state, country to country or 
province to province. The customer may assert any such rights at their sole discretion.

CONTACT INFO:
If you have any trouble with the product during the warranty period, do not attempt to 
return it to a retail store. Instead, please visit us online at www.oxo.com or contact us at:

REGISTRATION INFO:
For product registration, please visit us online at www.oxo.com/registration.aspx or 
call toll free at 1-800-545-4411.

OXO U.S. Customer Service

 Hours: Monday – Friday, 8:00am – 5:00pm (ET) 
 Phone: (800) 545-4411  Fax: (717) 709-5350 
 Mail:  OXO International, Inc. at 1331 S Seventh St. Ste 4, 

Chambersburg, PA 17201-9912 
 Email: info@oxo.com 

Outside the U.S.

Please contact your local distributor or email info@oxo.com

Please be advised that as part of our privacy policy we never sell or give away your private information.
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Happy Mixing!

Notes
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It’s On

©2015 
OXO International Ltd.
1 Helen of Troy Plaza

El Paso, TX 79912
Printed in China
IB-8710700-00

For over 25 years, OXO’s mission has been to provide innovative 
consumer products that make everyday living easier.

How do we do it? We study people – lefties and righties, male 
and female, young and old – interacting with products and 
we identify opportunities for meaningful improvement. Our 

“question everything” process and relentless attention to  
detail allow us to design products that help consumers make 
short work of everyday tasks.

We’ve applied the same philosophy to OXO On, our line of 
intelligent kitchen appliances. Through intuitive interfaces, 
innovative digital controls and backlit LED displays, our 
On appliances give you the simplicity, functionality and 
thoughtfulness you’ve come to expect from OXO…

 …all with the touch of a button.




